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1. Although the Torah contains stretches of narrative, the Torah is not a history book.  The 

Torah is the revealed wisdom of HaShem as it applies to us, the Jewish People, and as such 

it is the Book of Instruction with which HaShem has favoured us.  (The word “Torah” in 

fact means “instruction.”)  The narrative in the Torah is intended to be only part of that 

instruction (the laws and Mitzvos of the Torah are obviously another part) and many 

lessons are to be derived not only from the events narrated in the Torah, but also from the 

very sequence that HaShem dictated to Mosheh our Teacher to place them in the Written 

Torah.  It is just because “there is no chronological order in the Torah”  ") ֵם  דַ קְ ין  מוּ א

")הרָ וֹ תּ ר  בַּ חַ אוּ מְ וּ    that we are therefore to derive whatever lessons that our Chachommim, 

of blessed memory, point out for us from the very order in which events are reported in 

the Torah, for this, too, is chosen by HaShem to serve as instruction.  

 2. In last week’s Sidra   ) יתרו(   the events of the Giving of the Torah are reported.  But besides 

the Decalogue (the Ten Commandments) Mosheh learned from HaShem also the 613 

Mitzvos of the Torah to teach them to us later.  A great many of these laws are given in 

this week’s Sidra.  Although most of them were taught to us much later, and not (as 

would appear from the proximity of these two Sidros) directly after the Giving of the Ten 

Commandments on Mount Sinai, nevertheless this proximity is to teach us that all the 

laws of this week’s Sidra, as indeed all the laws of the Torah, originate from HaShem at 

Sinai as do the Ten Commandments themselves.  

 3. One of the methods used by the Torah to teach principles of law is to describe a single 

unusual or far-fetched case and teach the law concerning this case.  From this, our 

Chachommim, of blessed memory, using the rules of Derash, etc., then derive the law as it 

applies in more straightforward cases, which themselves would be too numerous to list 

(and would anyway not describe how the law is to be applied in an unusual case).  One 

need not therefore be surprised at the peculiarity of a case which the Torah uses as an 

illustration of the law.  On the contrary, the more unusual or complicated or exceptional a 

case, the more principles of law can this case illustrate.  (Incidentally, the same applies to 

the Mishnah and the Gemorroh.) 

 4.  In a number of cases, the Torah prescribes a severe punishment — even the death penalty 

— for an offence.  Not always is the punishment applicable, however, because to be 

deserving of extreme punishment, the Torah of our All-Merciful G–d stipulates that many 

conditions must exist.  (However, where all the conditions are not fulfilled for the 

prescribed penalty, the Torah does authorize other sanctions against offenders.)  In 

practice, extreme forms of punishment are very rare indeed.  Nevertheless, the fact that the 
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Torah prescribes severe punishment is in itself a deterrent against crime and sin (the 

Torah does not see the artificial difference that others have made between the two — both 

are offences against HaShem’s Law) and many times the severity of the punishment that 

is prescribed for an offence is an indication to us of the degree of displeasure to HaShem 

that an offence incurs. 

 5. One must be very careful not to compare in any way unfavourably the laws of HaShem 

with the man-made laws with which we are all familiar.  (Sometimes those laws are more 

familiar to us than the laws of HaShem are, unfortunately!)  Nor are we to try to determine 

the laws of HaShem that they should fit in with our own small intelligence.  HaShem 

created the world and He knows what is best for it — and the Torah of HaShem is the 

Instructions Manual for that world.  Both, the whole of Creation and the Torah, emanate 

from HaShem.  In the same way as to ignore the instructions manual for any machine is 

to court disaster, sooner or later, so too do those who would ignore the Torah of HaShem 

or abrogate HaShem’s commandments do so at their own peril — only infinitely more so. 

 6. Just as the special sequence of events as reported in the Torah indicates particular lessons 

to be derived, so does the order in which the Torah lists the laws themselves.  Sometimes 

lists are separated into paragraphs (open or closed) in the Sefer Torah; sometimes laws of 

widely differing areas are listed within the same paragraph.  Sometimes a single law or 

Mitzvah is the only one in the paragraph and sometimes seemingly unconnected laws are 

placed next to each other but in separate paragraphs.  All of these arrangements — and 

there are various others, too — are exactly how He dictated the Torah to Mosheh our 

Teacher and represent what HaShem intended in His Torah.  

 7. Through the methods taught by HaShem to Mosheh our Teacher (and revealed to us by 

our Chachommim of the Talmud, and our later Rabbis, of blessed memory, and properly 

applied by our faithful Rabbis down to the present day) all the details of all the laws of 

HaShem’s Torah can be inferred and determined.  Thus, in HaShem’s Torah itself are to 

be found all the principles necessary for our guidance in any situation for any case and any 

circumstance that can conceivably arise, ever. 

 8. There are 53 Mitzvos in this week’s Sidra: 24 positive Mitzvos and 29 negative Mitzvos, 

and there follows here a selection of some of those laws and Mitzvos:  The laws of the 

Hebrew servitor and the Hebrew maidservant; laws of murder, manslaughter and the 

Cities of Refuge.  Laws of injury to parents; kidnapping; abduction.  Laws of monetary 

compensation for inflicting bodily harm.  Laws against cursing parents.  Laws concerning 

the maltreatment and the death of slaves.  Laws of “atonement money.”  Laws concerning 

vicious animals; laws of damages; laws concerning the responsibilities of the owners of 

dangerous animals.  Laws concerning the theft of sheep and cattle.  Laws about damage 
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caused by dangerous activities and by one’s property.  Laws of burglary; stealing; robbery.  

Laws concerning responsibility for fire and conflagration.  Laws of deposit and custody; of 

borrowing; of hire.  Laws concerning seduction.  Laws about witchcraft; bestiality; 

idolatry.  Laws concerning the  consideration for the stranger and the oppressed.  Laws of 

money-lending and pledges.  Laws of blasphemy and laws concerning respect for those in 

authority.  Laws of holiness and Kashrus (and reward for all creatures in HaShem’s world).  

Laws of Tithes, and of the Redemption of the Firstborn.  Laws against bearing false 

testimony and of deciding cases according to majority votes of the Courts, and other laws 

concerning the process of justice.  Laws of lost property; laws of cruelty to animals.  Laws 

against lies and deception.  Additional warning to have consideration for the stranger, and 

the laws of Shmittoh (the seventh year, when the Land is to rest “a Shabbos to HaShem”).  

Laws of the weekly Shabbos and of the three Pilgrimage Festivals.  Laws of the First Fruits.  

The laws of separating meat and milk.  Etc., etc.. 

 HaShem tells us that we are to obey the Torah and the Prophets (HaShem’s messengers to 

us) and that we may not tolerate idolworship in Eretz Yisroel.  In return for obeying His 

Torah, HaShem promises us health and prosperity, safety and security. 

 9. After these lists of the various laws, the Sidra continues with a “flashback” to the events 

that occurred at the Giving of the Torah: how HaShem told Mosheh to ascend Mount 

Sinai to learn from Him all the Laws of the Torah which he is to teach us later.  In the 

morning before the Giving of the Torah, Mosheh built an altar and brought Korbonnos on 

our behalf, and told us the terms of the Covenant between HaShem and us, His Chosen 

People.  We entered into this Covenant with HaShem proclaiming, “We will obey and we 

will listen” and we further declared that “HaShem is our G–d and we are His People.”  The 

Torah describes the great jubilation of the Jewish People and HaShem, and the holy 

rejoicing and the wonderful visions of HaShem’s Glory. 

10. After the Decalogue, Mosheh ascended Mount Sinai again to bring down to us the Two 

Tablets, inscribed by HaShem with the Ten Commandments that we all heard at Sinai.  

While Mosheh was absent, Aharon, Chur and the seventy Elders taught and instructed us 

in the laws that we had heard.  Meanwhile, Yehoshua bin Nune waited at the foot of the 

mountain for Mosheh our Teacher to return after forty days and forty nights. 
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 “And these are the laws which you shall set before them.”  “And these.”  Rashi explains that 

the first letter of this week’s Sidra, the letter vav, being a conjunction, connects what follows 

with what went before (the word “vav” means literally “a hook”) and it joins up the laws of 

this week’s Sidra with those other laws, the Ten Commandments, which are in the previous 
Sidra.  Quoting the Mechilta (the Mishnaic commentary to the Chumash) Rashi says, “Just 

as the previous laws were quite clearly from HaShem at Mount Sinai, as was witnessed by 
the entire Jewish People, so also are the laws of this week’s Sidra also from HaShem at 

Sinai.”  Continuing in this vein, he then quotes the Talmud Yerushalmi and says, “And why 
are these laws and regulations placed next to the laws of constructing an altar?  (The 

Mitzvah of the building of an altar is at the end of the previous Sidra and immediately 
precedes this Sidra.)  To tell you that the Sanhedrin (through which the laws of the Torah 
are implemented) shall be physically located near the altar of the Sanctuary, that is, the 

Sanhedrin is to be a part of the Beis HaMikdash.  Hence, the Great Sanhedrin in 
Yerushalaim sat in the Chamber of Hewn Stone which was situated in the Beis HaMikdash 

complex.    

What does all this symbolise?  Why does HaShem order that the Sanhedrin should be in the 

Beis HaMikdash?  The answer to this question teaches a principle that is so fundamental to 
the People of the Torah that HaShem commanded it even before the Sanctuary was built 

and it is this:  Every civilized society — indeed, even those societies that are not civilized — 
has a system of law and order whose purpose is to maintain that society.  Mostly these law 
systems evolved from pretty crude laws, starting out from the laws imposed by the biggest 

bully-boys (who called themselves kings) upon their hapless subjects, gradually progressing 
(but usually only after social revolution and much struggle by the common people) to a fairer 

system which recognized the rights of the ordinary people.  (Even that was grudgingly 
conceded, only so that trade and commerce would prosper — which through the resulting 

increased taxes would stuff the coffers of the rulers.)  But civil rights and even human rights 
in the world generally is a recent development; a notion which scarcely existed in olden 
days.  (It is hardly an exaggeration to say that a dog today has more rights than the common 

man had three hundred years ago.)   

Contrast all this with our Torah!  The laws of the Torah are not merely a mechanism for 

regulating society.  They are that as well, of course.  But the whole body of law, ranging 
through laws of national issues, like war and peace, through trade and commerce, to the 

rights and duties — and the responsibilities — of each individual Jew and Jewess, are all 
ordained by HaShem Himself.  The carrying out of the Law of HaShem is a sacred duty, it is 
as much a part of serving HaShem as is the Divine Service of the Beis HaMikdash — indeed 

it is part of that Service.  The nations of the world facetiously say, “The government can stop 
us committing our crimes but it cannot stop us committing our sins!”  With the Jewish 

people, there is no such thing.  Stealing and Shabbat, fair trade and Kashrut, are all 
commanded by the same Lawgiver.  A sin is a crime and a crime is a sin: both are offences 

against HaShem’s law.   

Man-made law is fickle and constantly changing.  What was punished not so long ago 
becomes legal and permitted, giving rise to the bizarre situation that someone might be 

sitting in prison for doing something that the government of the day has now decreed is 
permitted and indeed encouraged by new “law”!  With the laws of the Torah, commanded 

by HaShem, this cannot happen.  Times change, yes, but values don’t.   

This is what is shown clearly by the headquarters of the institutions of law and order, the 

Sanhedrin, being part of the Mikdash of HaShem: that the laws of the Torah of HaShem are 
all together Holy Law. 
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Never has a People been as often maligned as the Hebrews, ancient and modern, has.  On 
the strength of one misunderstanding, virtually the whole of Old Testament law is 
frequently branded as harsh and brutal and the Jewish People, the People of the Book 
who live by it, as barbaric.  On radio and television; in books, plays and newspapers, 
laymen and ecclesiastics (who should know better) speak — with disrespect if not 
downright ridicule — of the supposedly outdated and inhumane Old Testament’s “eye for 
an eye, tooth for a tooth.”  They choose not to see that only comparatively recently has the 
Western world emerged from their backwardness and progressed somewhat, relatively 
speaking, to give up its old system of duel, vendetta and blood-feud and instead started to 
adopt a system of justice and law that has its roots in the Old Testament.  Thus we have 
an ironic situation: the very law which is now at last being practised (although so far only 
in part) almost universally is at last acknowledged to be civilized and a huge improvement 
on the do-it-yourself rough justice of old.  Yet now, because of a sad (and possibly 
deliberate) misunderstanding, the very people who have at last rejected their old crude 
system of “law” for a system based on the Old Testament regularly condemn and ridicule 
the Jewish People who have lived by it and practiced it since it was taught to them in the 
Sinai Desert some 3500 years ago. 

The source of the mischief is a law taken from Exodus, Chapter 21.  The King James’ 
Authorised Version translates verse 24 in that Chapter 21 as, “An eye for an eye, a tooth 
for a tooth, a hand for a hand, a foot for a foot.”  This wording is then mistakenly taken as 
meaning that whatever injury a man might perpetrate upon his fellow, the same injury 
shall be done to him.  Because of this wrong interpretation, the law is branded as lex 
talionis, the cruel and primitive “law of retaliation” or “the law of vengeance” and with this, 
the whole corpus of Old Testament law is criticised and brought into disrepute.  Then by 
extension, the Jewish People who live by the Old Testament, are condemned as cruel and 
vengeful and bereft of “Christian charity.”  Yet this interpretation is clearly at variance with 
the whole spirit of the laws preceding and following this verse and is totally against what 
they teach in fact.  Indeed, there is no instance in Jewish history of its literal application 
ever having been carried out.   

Furthermore, from the verses 18 and 19 of that very chapter it can be clearly seen that the 
meaning imputed to this verse 24 is false.  In verses 18 and 19 of that chapter, the law 
lays down that a man who sustains injuries so that he is unable to work and is confined to 
bed and needs medical attention is to be paid compensation by his aggressor.  This itself 
refutes the idea that verse 24 (“an eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth” and so on) is in any 
way intended as a lex talionis, for the infliction of a similar wound on the criminal would 
make him (at best) equally bedridden and needful of medical attention and yet the law 
states categorically that the aggressor’s punishment is limited to paying compensation for 
his attack upon his fellow. 

These considerations lead to the conclusion that the only meaning in accord with the 
intrinsic and true meaning of that verse 24 is the explanation by the Talmud Bavli 
(Tractate Bavva Kamma, 83b et seq.) that great and ancient expositor of the Bible, which 
teaches that only monetary compensation, alone, is required for injuries inflicted.  In fact, 
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and hardly surprising, sensible examination of the text clearly shows that the explanation 
of the Talmud is quite clearly exactly what the literal expression of the Bible means.   

Looking closer at that wording of verse 24, “an eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth, a hand 
for a hand and a foot for a foot,” but especially at the word “for” which is used by the 
Authorised Version to translate the Hebrew word “tachas,” things become clearer.  The 
basic meaning of “tachas” is “below,” “beneath,” “under” or “underneath” and thus 
expresses the idea of “for” only in the sense of “instead of” or “in place of,” not “because 
of” or “for reason of” or “in retaliation for.”  “Tachas” is therefore the proper and usual 
expression for compensation, as may be seen by comparing many verses in the Bible. 

For instance, in verse 36 of that same chapter 21 in Exodus, the law is laid down that the 
owner of an ox which has killed another man’s ox is, “he shall certainly pay an ox “tachas”  
the ox.”  In Chapter 21 of Exodus, verse 37 says of a man who kills or sells a stolen ox or 
sheep, that “he shall restore five oxen “tachas”  the ox and four sheep “tachas”  the sheep.”  
“Tachas”  translated by the King James’ Authorised Version in these two examples as “for” 
is seen as a legal term for compensation for wrongs committed, not as retaliation. 

Similarly, in Numbers, Chapter 22, verse 13, Pinchos ben Elozzor ben Aharon HaKohen 
and his children after him are promised “the covenant of everlasting priesthood, “tachas”  
he was zealous …”  “Tachas”  is translated in this case by the Authorised Version as 
“because,” giving the meaning of the last phrase as “for a reward for his zeal.”  In fact, the 
word “tachas”  can hardly ever be taken as referring to retaliation, as in the expression 
and meaning of “measure for measure.” 

That this is so can be seen clearly from the two verses in Chapter 24 of Leviticus.  Verse 
18 states: “He that smites a beast mortally shall make it good: life “tachas”  life.”  Now, the 
last phrase there, “a life for a life,” can only mean “fair compensation” for otherwise any 
man slaying an animal forfeits his own life in return!  And then, removing all doubt as to 
the meaning of that verse 18, and hence any doubt about the meaning of the word 
“tachas,”  is verse 21 in the same paragraph: “He that kills a beast shall make it good and 
he that kills a man shall be put to death.” 

Consequently, commonsense investigation of the Hebrew sources amply testifies to the 
validity of the Talmudic account of ancient Hebrew practice; namely, that the terms “an 
eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth” etc., are a demand for adequate and equitable 
monetary compensation, after due and judicial appraisal, for any physical injury which is 
not fatal.   

It is thus one of the paradoxes of history that, on the one hand, the Old Testament, which 
is called by its detractors and various other kinds of anti-Semite the book of “strict justice” 
and “the law of retaliation” in fact rejects the application of a law of retaliation.  The Old 
Testament knows neither mutilation as a legal punishment nor torture as a lawful 
procedure.  Yet those Christian lands where the people — even to this day — choose to 
ridicule the Old Testament because it is the law of the Jews and because of this they 
would therefore deride it as primitive and callous, would do well to remember that 
mutilation and torture were well-nigh the indispensable accompaniments of a hotchpotch 
of practices that passed for justice from the middle of the 13th century down to the end of 
the 18th (we won’t even mention what passed as law before then!) and in some countries, 
even to the middle of the 19th century and beyond. 
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This week’s Haftorah�is taken from Sefer Yirmiyohu, 
Chapter 34  verses 8 — 22  and then Chapter 33  verses 25 and 26. 

 

1. Although there are a great number of laws in this week’s Sidra, the first set of laws are 

concerning the Hebrew servitor and it is the Hebrew servitor that is the subject of the 

Haftorah.  It’s quite possible that because the very idea of a fellow-Jew being sold as a 

servitor to his fellow-Jew is so startling, to the extent that it almost overshadows all the 

other laws of the Sidra, that this particular law more than any other in the Sidra was 

chosen as the subject of the Haftorah.   

2. Yirmiyohu HaNovvi lived in the tragic times leading up to the destruction of the Beis 

HaMikdash by the Babylonians.  Much of the country is already under the conqueror’s 

boot and many of the people have been dragged into exile and slavery.  Nevuchadnetzar 

has now set his eyes upon Yerushalaim and has started to besiege the Holy City.  The 

Jewish people, with their King, Tzidkiyahu, are in despair and they cry out to HaShem.  

HaShem answers their prayers and thus it comes about that Par’o Necho of Egypt, in 

an attempt to pre-empt Nevuchadnetzar and probably intending to keep the Babylonian 

invaders off his own land, decides just then to come with his army to the rescue of the 

Jewish people.  The Babylonians, quite unprepared for this new development, beat a 

hasty retreat.   

3. The people recognize the great kindness that HaShem has wrought for them.  King 

Tzidkiyahu gathers the people together and they earnestly resolve to commit 

themselves to once again diligently observe the laws of the Torah, as in the past.  One of 

the prominent laws that they had ignored was to free their Hebrew servitors after their 

six-year service and those who had disobeyed that law now undertake to free their 

servitors, just as the Torah commands.  Hopefully, in the merit of compliance with the 

Torah, the tragedy of they themselves being taken into captivity and slavery to the 

Babylonians can be averted. 

4. But as is so often the case, once the danger has passed, the people slip back into their 

previous bad ways.  In this case, though, the offence was worse.  It’s one thing to make 

a good resolution and then slip back into bad practices.  It’s quite another thing, 

however, to go back and actually undo the good that one has done.  But this, 

unfortunately, is what happened.  For after the great wave of Teshuvah, the people set 

about regaining their servitors, either simply tricking them into returning to their 

service or, worse, taking them back by force.  This hypocrisy, said Yirmiyohu, HaShem 
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considers unforgivable.  Because you did not obey Me, says HaShem, to proclaim 

freedom to the servitor as I have commanded, I will proclaim freedom instead — 

freedom for the sword and for pestilence and for hunger to roam your land.  I will 

proclaim freedom for the Babylonian destroyer to return and wreak terrible destruction 

upon the Holy City and the whole country and take the people into slavery, together 

with their king.   

5. Even though clearly not everyone was guilty of going back on their solemn promise to 

free their servitors, nevertheless our collective responsibility makes it a duty upon all of 

us that if we see others desecrating the word of HaShem we have to rebuke them and 

try to stop any Chillul HaShem.  For if not, we will all suffer punishment together. 

6. The Haftorah ends on a positive note with a couple of Pessukim taken from a previous 

chapter, where HaShem proclaims that He will never forsake His People forever.  He 

will take them back eventually for so has He promised.  And, as Yirmiyohu pointedly 

reminds us, HaShem’s promise is as dependable as the laws of nature which He has set 

in motion, to function without fail.  HaShem does not go back on His promises. 
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